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To enrich the virtual reality experience and improve realism, many studies have proposed
embedding tactile devices into head-mounted displays (HMDs). However, although
thermal and vibrotactile cues have become commonplace, presentation of the
constant pressure necessary for softness expression remains relatively rare. In this
study, we propose a suction-type tactile presentation method that addresses this
issue. Through subjective evaluation and simulation using the finite element method,
we verified that the proposed suction-type tactile presentation method is suitable for use
with HMDs and that by increasing the number and density of the suction holes, a stronger
tactile sensation can be created.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the demand for high-quality virtual reality (VR) experiences has increased
concomitant with the decreasing cost of head-mounted displays (HMDs). In addition to the
visual and auditory information provided by HMDs, VR can be enriched by presenting tactile
information, and the presentation of such tactile information to the palm is particularly popular
(Maisto et al., 2017). The palm is the most commonly used part of the human body for basic
exploratory movements, and it is an effective site for presenting tactile sensations to improve the
realism of VR environments. However, to physically present haptic information, the hand must
touch a mechanical haptic device, which hinders the free movement of the hand and arm. As a
solution to this problem, non-contact tactile presentation techniques using ultrasonic waves and
lasers have been proposed (Hwang et al., 2017; Jun et al., 2015). However, these techniques provide
only a limited range of motion and require high-precision hand shape recognition to accurately
irradiate ultrasonic waves or lasers to the hand.

We previously proposed Haptopus, which enables a hands-free tactile VR experience by
presenting virtual fingertip tactile information to the face in a VR environment (Kameoka et al.,
2018; Kameoka and Kajimoto, 2021). Haptopus has a built-in suction-type tactile presentation
device, which enables users to experience VR with tactile information by only wearing the HMD.

Previous suction-type tactile devices have predominantly been for the palm or forearm, rather
than the face. However, because the face comes into contact with the HMD, it provides a convenient
area for tactile presentation. In addition, the establishment of a stable tactile presentation method for
the face can be applied to the other areas.

In this study, we investigated the suction-type tactile presentation method on the face necessary
for the design of Haptopus. Specifically, we evaluated the performance and sensitivity of the suction
tactile system and utilized the finite element method (FEM) to optimize the sensory presentation
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method for skin suction tactile sensation. Subsequently, we
compared the subjective evaluation and FEM analysis.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Hand-Tactile Information Presented to
Other Parts of the Body
Numerous tactile devices have been developed with a focus on the
hands or fingers and several studies have also been conducted on
tactile presentation to other parts of the body. Here, we focus on
studies that present hand-tactile information (i.e., tactile
information related to hand–object interaction) to the other
parts of the body.

The presentation of hand-tactile information to different parts
of the body has predominantly been used in the development of
artificial limbs (prosthetic arms) to stimulate the cut surface of the
limb or its surroundings using pressure sensation (Shi et al.,
2020), electrical stimulation (Schoepp et al., 2018), and skin shear
(Antfolk et al., 2012). There have also been some attempts to
present hand-tactile information to the other parts of the body in
the VR environment. It has been presented to the sole of the feet
(Okano et al., 2018), forearm (Moriyama et al., 2018), and back
(Moriyama et al., 2019) to assist in handling objects in VR
environments. Our approach of presenting hand-tactile
information to the face via an HMD-embedded tactile device
is another example.

Referred Sensation is a phenomenon in which a person who
has lost a limb feels a tactile sensation of the lost limb in a
different part of the body. This hand-tactile sensation is
sometimes even felt on the cheeks, and it can also occur in
healthy people (Ramachandran 1998). It is theorized that the
phenomenon may be due to the functional localization of the
brain and the proximity of the face and hand regions in the
primary motor cortex (Penfield and Rasmussen, 1950). Ichinose
et al. confirmed that tactile transference technology can be used as
a treatment for patients suffering from phantom limb pain due to
the loss of an arm (or of arm sensation), and reported that
presenting vibration to the cheek was effective in their case
(Ichinose et al., 2017). These facts imply that presenting hand-
tactile information to the face might provide neurophysiological
benefits.

2.2 Tactile Presentation Devices Embedded
in HMD
Various tactile presentation methods involving the embedding of
a device into HMDs have been proposed. Examples include
applying heat (Peiris et al., 2017), compression by belt
winding (Chang et al., 2018), skin shearing (Wang et al.,
2019), vibration (Wolf et al., 2019), balloon compression (Kon
et al., 2017), and ultrasonics (Shen et al., 2022). However, the
primary purpose of such devices was to reproduce the sensations
felt by the head in a VR environment and not tactile sensations
felt by the hand. To present sensations in the hand area, especially
in sensitive areas such as fingertips, it is necessary to use a method
that can present tactile sensations to multiple locations,

corresponding to each finger. From this viewpoint, heat is not
suitable for presenting individual fingertip sensations because the
spatial resolution is low. Vibration is another solution, but bone
conduction might lower the spatial resolution, and long-term
continuous use of vibration is not desired by users. Ultrasonic
stimulation is also possible, but currently its output power is
limited and success has only been had in presenting to sensation
to the lips, which is a highly sensitive tactile area. Thus, we
consider it is still challenging to present distributed tactile
sensation by ultrasound. Air compression by balloon can
present pressure, but it has the disadvantage that the HMD is
pushed out and the display moves, which interferes with the
experience. Other small pin-matrix type tactile presentation
methods might be integrated into HMDs (Kyung et al., 2005;
Kim etal., 2019), but we did not adopt them because the forehead
has lower spatial resolution than fingertips. Electromagnetic
devices such as solenoids can also be considered, but they
have a similar issue to that of air compression.

Considering the above drawbacks of current methods, we
surmised that a skin suction-type tactile presentation method
may be a good solution because it can be designed as small and
lightweight, and embedding it into the HMD is possible. It can
also present a relatively soft tactile sensation compared with
vibrotactile actuators, which would enable long-term use.

2.3 Suction-Type Tactile Devices
In air suction-type tactile devices, the tactile presentation area can
be separated from the air pressure control area and connected
with a thin tube, allowing the device to be made smaller. The
suction type is also superior to the air-balloon type in terms of
durability. The air-balloon type requires a flexible membrane that
is vulnerable. By contrast, the suction type does not require any
membrane because it acts directly on the skin.

In addition, a sense of pressure, not suction, is presented when
it is designed with the appropriate size (Makino et al., 2004).
Thus, this technique can present a continuous sense of pressure,
which is important for the perception of contact while grasping a
virtual object.

Two types of skin suction-type tactile devices have been
proposed: devices that are affixed to the finger by suction and
present a sense of friction and devices that present the suction
itself as a tactile stimulus. Arai et al. achieved omnidirectional
skin shear stimulus by attaching an air suction device to the
surface of a hydraulic slide shaft that can move with two degrees
of freedom (Arai et al., 2001). Similarly, Yamaoka et al.
reproduced the sensation of touching an adhesive surface by
using the adhesive force of air suction (Yamaoka et al., 2008). In
addition, Hachisu et al. developed a table-top suction tactile
presentation device and demonstrated that it is possible to
modulate the sense of friction (Hachisu and Fukumoto, 2014).

In terms of using the skin suction itself as a tactile stimulus,
Makino et al. investigated the characteristics of skin suction
tactile presentation on the palm and reported that tactile
sensation associated with suction is perceived as a pressure
sensation (Makino et al., 2004; Makino et al., 2003). Other
researchers have also presented pressure sensation by suction
stimuli and created the cue for force (Ben Porquis et al., 2011), the
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direction of force (Porquis et al., 2012; Maemori et al., 2014), and
modulated the hardness perception of objects (Ben Porquis et al.,
2014; Nagano et al., 2019). Overall, suction tactile presentation is
often performed on the fingertips and has not yet been applied to
the face. In this study, we focused on a design for presenting
tactile sensation to the face via suction.

2.4 FEM Applied to Skin
The FEM is frequently used to investigate the mechanical changes
that occur in the skin and how various mechanoreceptors
respond during tactile perception (Maeno et al., 1998). In
particular, the activity of Merkel cells, which mainly respond
to small skin deformations (Saal et al., 2017), and subjective
tactile intensity correlated with the strain energy applied to tactile
receptors have been investigated. The strain energy distribution
has also been used to analyze suction tactile sensation (Makino
et al., 2004; Ben Porquis et al., 2013). In this study, we examined
the relationship between tactile intensity and tactile quality using
the distribution and strength of strain energy applied to the
region where Merkel cells exist by skin structure simulation.

3 SUCTION STIMULATE SYSTEM DESIGN

3.1 Suction System
To use suction tactile sensation, we designed a suction air
pressure control system comprising an air suction pump
(SC3701PML, Shenzhen Skoocom Electronic Co., Ltd.),
solenoid valves (SC415GF, SC0526GF, Shenzhen Skoocom
Electronic Co., Ltd.), and an air pressure sensor (MIS-2503-
015V) (Figure 1). The air pressure sensor and solenoid valve
are controlled by a microcontroller (ESP-WROOM-32), and the
air pressure value is controlled by switching the solenoid valve
according to the value of the air pressure sensor. The air pressure
is adjusted by switching between suction, exhaust, and stop states
by switching the two solenoid valves on and off (Figure 2).
Although it is possible to adjust the air pressure by changing the
power output of the pump, we did not adopt this method because
it requires controlling the rotation speed of the motor, which
would greatly increase the response time. The air pressure was
monitored constantly: if it was higher than the target pressure, it

was sucked in, whereas if it was lower than the target pressure, it
was exhausted. The target pressure had a buffer pressure, and
when it was within the range of the target pressure ± buffer
pressure, the pressure was maintained by closing the valve and
sealing it. The buffer pressure was set to one hPa and the control
cycle to 1 kHz (cycle time: 1 ms).

The maximum suction pressure used in this device was in the
range of −500 to −600 hPa. Negative pressure to the skin is used
in a medical treatment called cupping, in which a pressure of
approximately −800 hPa is applied for 10 min or more. This
leaves scars that disappear after a few weeks (Kim and Lee, 2014).
However, in this study, we used minimal negative pressure and
prolonged suction was not required to produce such an effect.

3.2 Evaluation of the Suction System
The solenoid valve controlling the suction pressure can switch the
flow path within 10 ms after receiving a signal. Figure 3 shows the
change in suction pressure and the signal input to the solenoid
valve. Although it took approximately 100 ms to reach the target
pressure in this system, the pressure began to change almost
simultaneously with the signal input. The tip of the tube was
sealed during the measurement. The results of several user
evaluations conducted using different participants revealed
that the wearer could perceive the suction sensation at the
same time as the contact in the VR environment. Thus, we
theorized that the delay would not affect our future
experiments. Considering this result, we hypothesized that the
amount of skin deformation (i.e., differential value of
deformation) was mainly perceived in the suction tactile
sensation. Saito et al. also studied the perception of suction
tactile sensation (Saito et al., 2019) and demonstrated that the
subjective suction tactile intensity in the upper arm is correlated
with the amount of skin deformation. Therefore, we concluded
that the suction pressure control by our system does not cause a
significant delay in the subjective perception during the tactile
presentation time.

4 SUBJECTIVE EVALUATION EXPERIMENT

To evaluate the proposed system, we conducted subjective
evaluations to assess whether the system could provide
sufficient tactile intensity to present tactile information and
ascertain the kind of sensation it could provide.

FIGURE 1 | Photo of the suction control module. The air pressure sensor
measures the suction air pressure and the microcontroller switches the three-
way solenoid valve and two-way solenoid valve with FETs. These are
controlled by a microcontroller on the motherboard.

FIGURE 2 | Block diagram of the suction system. The PC sends the
target air pressure value to the microcontroller. The microcontroller
continuously compares the air pressure sensor value with the target air
pressure value and controls suction by opening and closing valves using
FETs.
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4.1 Design of Suction Parts
We designed the shape of the suction part by fixing its area and
varying its diameter, taking into consideration that it would be built
into the HMD in the future. The suction part had a regular
hexagonal contact surface circumscribed to a circle with a
diameter of 25 mm, height of 7 mm, thickness of 1 mm, and a
hollow interior. Makino and Shinoda (2005) and Ben Porquis et al.
(2011) investigated the shape of suction holes in suction tactile
sensation and empirically placedmany 2mm-diameter suction holes
for tactile presentation to the fingertips. In this study, we created a
new model with 2 mm (91 points), 3 mm (37 points), 4 mm (17
points), 7 mm (7 points), 10 mm (3 points), and 12mm (1 point)
suction holes in a hexagonal close-packed structure for presenting
stimuli to the face, and investigated the optimal suction diameter
(Figure 4). We made the suction part using an optical 3D printer
(Form3, FormLabs) and used Elastic Resin (FormLabs) as the
material. This material has the flexibility of silicon and adheres to
the skin, preventing air leaks during skin suction.

4.2 Procedure
To establish a suitable sucker shape for the haptic experience,
for each sucker diameter, we first investigated the minimum
suction pressure at which suction could be perceived and the
maximum pressure at which experientially inappropriate
discomfort occurred. First, the participant placed the

suction part on their cheek with their hand (Figure 5).
Then, the experimenter adjusted the suction pressure, and
the subject responded instantly when they began feeling the
touch or any discomfort. The pressures at these times were set
as the minimum and maximum. Each sucker diameter was
experimented with once. The maximum suction pressure was
set to −500 hPa owing to system limitations. The air pressure
in the obtained suction range was divided into six equal parts
for suction stimulus presentation. For example, if the
maximum and minimum suction pressures were −400 hPa
and −50 hPa, respectively, the system was divided into six
conditions: −50, −120, −190, −260, −330, and −400 hPa. The
participants were asked to rate the type of tactile sensation
(perceived as suction or pressure) and suction intensity at each
pressure value based on the Likert scale, with the integer values
based on the following parameter values: suction or pressure
(−3: suction, +3: pressure perception) and intensity of
sensation (1: very weak, 7: very strong). As mentioned in

FIGURE 3 | Response time to reach target pressure (−200, −300, and −400 hPa) and FET gate voltage. The suction start time was set to 0 ms.

FIGURE 4 | Comparison of suction holes (from left to right): 12 mm
single-point suction part, 10 mm 3-point suction part, 7 mm 7-point suction
part, 4 mm 19-point suction part, 3 mm 37-point suction part, and 2 mm 91-
point suction part.

FIGURE 5 | The experimental setup. The participant placed the suction
part on their cheek.
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FIGURE 6 | Maximum and minimum suction pressure values for different suction diameters. Error bars indicate standard deviation.

FIGURE 7 | Perceptions of suction and pressure at different suction diameters and pressures. The score is −3 for suction and +3 for pressure perception.

FIGURE 8 | Perception of tactile intensity with different suction diameters and pressures.
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Section 2.3, the suction-type tactile device was known to be
perceived as pressure, not suction. The questionnaire on tactile
sensation was meant to verify this effect. This study was
approved by the Ethics Committee of the University of
Electro-Communications.

4.3 Results
We evaluated the system in our laboratory using 10 male
participants, aged 22–26 years. The experimental results are
presented in Figure 6, Figure 7, and Figure 8. The data
presented are the averages for all participants. Figure 6 shows
that the minimum suction pressure remained almost constant
irrespective of the suction diameter, but the maximum pressure
was −500 hPa at a single 12 mm suction point, which was the
maximum output of the device. Because no participant
experienced discomfort at this value, the maximum allowable
suction pressure for a single 12 mm suction site was considered to
be more than −500 hPa.

Figure 7 shows the type of tactile sensation (suction or
pressure) for each pressure at each suction diameter. It
demonstrates that for all suction diameters, the stronger the
suction pressure, the clearer the sensation of suction. In other
words, the condition that caused the most significant pressure
sensation was the minimum suction pressure for all suction
systems (the minimum suction pressure is the weakest suction
pressure at which a slight tactile sensation is felt). The user was
more likely to feel the pressure sensation from the suction system
in the case of the 12 mm suction diameter than the other suction
diameters.

Figure 8 demonstrates that the tactile intensity increased with
suction pressure. However, when a single 12 mm sucker was used
(blue diamond in the figure), the maximum tactile strength was
3.1, which was weaker than that reported for other settings. This
may be because the maximum suction pressure that the device
could display was −500 hPa; thus, sufficient tactile intensity was
not achieved. However, suction has some disadvantages, such as
the possibility of leaving marks on the skin when the suction is
increased to produce a stronger tactile sensation. The comparison
of the results between the other shapes with multiple holes
showed no significant differences.

Based on the results of Figure 7 and Figure 8, the relationship
between the tactile sensation and tactile intensity is shown in

Figure 9. The results show that low-intensity suction is likely to
be perceived as pressure, whereas higher intensity is perceived as
suction, irrespective of the shape of the suction unit.

To analyze the results in Figure 7 and Figure 8, we used the
Aligned Rank Transform (ART) ANOVA. A consequent one-way
ANOVA of the suction diameter and tactile intensity, with
Bonferroni correction, showed that 12 mm was significantly
different from all other suction diameters, i.e., the tactile intensity
was significantly weaker (12–2mm: p < 0.00, 12–3mm: p < 0.00,
12–4mm: p < 0.00, 12–10mm: p < 0.00). For Figure 7 (suction or
pressure sensation), only the simple main effect was confirmed for
suction pressure (η̂2 = 0.68). For Figure 8 (tactile intensity), simple
main effects and interactions (η̂2 = 0.20) were observed for suction
diameter size (η̂2 = 0.51) and suction pressure (η̂2 = 0.89). In
combination with the weak correlation between tactile intensity and
sensation in Figure 9, it can be considered that both suction
diameter and suction pressure are related to the perception of
pressure, but the pressure value has a stronger influence.
Considering this, it is important to change the suction shape
according to the air pressure control system used because the
range of air pressure values suitable for tactile presentation varies
depending on the size of the suction diameter.

FIGURE 9 | Correlation between tactile sensation (−3: suction, +3: pressure perception) and subjective intensity.

FIGURE 10 | Schematic of the skin structure model. The thicknesses of
the epidermis, dermis, and subcutaneous tissue are shown. Each tissue is
defined as being connected to the other. Suction air pressure was applied to
the epidermis in the suction direction based on the shape of the
suction area.
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5 FEM OF THE SUCTION SKIN

The previous experiment showed that the tactile intensity
increased with suction pressure, whereas the 12 mm single
hole case produced a different trend. In this experiment, we
used the FEM to observe the distribution of mechanical energy in
the skin and compared the results with the subjective evaluation.

5.1 Simulation Procedure
ANSYS 2020 R2 Mechanical (ANSYS Inc.) was used to
simulate the cheek skin presenting suction tactile sensation
in Haptopus. The cheek structure is based on previously
reported human skin data (Chopra et al., 2015). The
thicknesses of the epidermis and dermis were set to 45.73
and 1,040.46 μm, respectively. The thickness of the
subcutaneous tissue was assumed to be 5,000 μm, and the
contact surface with the bone was assumed to be fixed
(Figure 10). The physical parameters of the skin were taken
from a study by Saito et al. (2019). The density was
1.1 × 10−6 kg/mm3, Poisson’s ratio was 0.48, and Young’s
modulus was as shown in Table 1. The section of skin was
a square of 3,000 μm in length and width where the suction
part fit. The shape of the suction area was the same as that used

in the subjective evaluation experiment (Figure 4). The
negative pressure applied was set based on the shape of the
suction area. The negative pressures were set at −600, −500,
−400, −300, −200, −100, −50, and −10 hPa.

5.2 Results
Figure 11 shows the results of the simulations for each suction
shape. As the Merkel cells, which play a major role in pressure
sensation, are located in the dermis of the skin, only the dermis
model is shown.

Figure 12 shows the results of the maximum strain energy
at the dermis observed for each suction shape. The results
show that, in general, the larger the diameter of the suction
hole, the stronger the strain energy at the same suction
pressure. However, for a suction diameter of 12 mm, the
maximum strain energy is less than that of 10 mm.

6 DISCUSSION

Figure 9 shows that weak negative pressure induces the sensation
of pressure, whereas strong negative pressure induces the
sensation of suction, regardless of the diameter of the suction
hole. This creates a significant limitation: a pressure sensation
created by suction cannot be strong.

Figure 12 shows that the strain energy applied to the Merkel
cell region (dermis) increases with the suction diameter in the
range up to 10 mm.

TABLE 1 | Physical parameters used in the finite element analysis.

Epidermis Dermis Subcutaneous tissue

Young’s modulus (MPa) 0.136 0.080 0.034

FIGURE 11 |Cross-sectional view of the strain energy simulation results for each suction diameter. A pressure of −600 hPa was applied to the suction point on the
skin surface. Only the dermis part is shown.
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According to Figure 8, there is no clear relationship between
the diameter of the holes and tactile intensity except when the
diameter is 12 mm. Therefore, the maximum strain energy does
not seem to explain the subjective tactile intensity. We theorized
that the distribution (spatial sum) of strain energy, not the
maximum strain energy, might affect the tactile intensity. A
sucker with small suction holes has a greater overall surface
area of contact with the skin, due to the number of holes. For
example, a sucker with 2 mm-diameter holes has 91 holes,
whereas that with 10 mm-diameter holes has only three holes.
The total sum of circumferences in the case of 2 mm holes is
571 mm (2.0 × 3.14×91), whereas that of 10 mm holes is 94.2 mm
(10.0 × 3.14 × 3). Therefore, although the maximum strain energy
was three to four times larger in the case of 10 mm holes, the
subjective intensity was similar.

This also explains why the 12 mm hole had a much smaller
subjective intensity in Figure 8. In this case, there is only one
suction hole, which gives a much shorter circumference.
Figure 12 also shows that the maximum strain energy in
the case of 12 mm became smaller than that of 10 mm. We
consider that the adjacent suction holes increased the
deformation of the skin and thus the strain energy
(Figure 13B), whereas, in the case of 12 mm, there was only
one suction hole, so the deformation was smaller
(Figure 13A).

In this study, we experimented with various suction
diameters for skin suction tactile sensation on the face. We
demonstrated that by using a suction pressure adjusted for
each participant with multiple suction holes, one can control

the subjective tactile intensity. Furthermore, by comparing the
results with FEM simulation results, we observed that a
stronger tactile sensation is generated by the multi-point
suction holes than a single hole, possibly because of the
strong strain between the neighboring suction holes. This
means that the distance between the circumferences of the
neighboring suction holes is one important design parameter,
which needs further investigation. Furthermore, although the
maximum strain energy is small when the diameter of the holes
is small, strong sensation intensity is still obtained, presumably
because of the greater total circumference of multiple holes.
This is especially important for preserving subjective intensity
without damaging the skin.

7 CONCLUSION

In this study, we investigated the design parameters of a
suction-type tactile device for the face, which is intended to
be embedded in an HMD. Previous methods for creating tactile
sensations with suction used palms and forearms; however,
suitable suction stimuli for thin skin such as the face were not
clarified.

We developed a suction pressure control system and investigated
the intensity and sensation of the suction tactile sensation while
varying the hole diameter and suction pressure to establish optimal
design parameters for use on the face. Subsequently, we found that
the amount of skin deformation could be increased by increasing the
density of suction holes, and stronger tactile intensity could be

FIGURE 12 | Maximum strain energy per air pressure by each suction diameter.

FIGURE 13 | Model of skin deformation. In (A), there is only one hole and the deformation at the edge of the suction hole is small. In (B), two suction holes are
adjacent to each other, and the skin deformation is greater.
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presented, even at the same suction pressure. The FEM simulation
showed that the strain energy was concentrated at the edges of the
suction holes, which provided information on how to arrange the
suction holes in the suction shape design.

We also found that the pressure illusion as presented by suction
diminishes when the suction is too strong. The weak pressure was
similar to a light tapping sensation. Currently, it is not suitable for
strong pressure sensations, such as grasping, pushing, or lifting.
Further investigation is required on how to achieve a strong
pressure-like sensation by suction.

There are several design parameters that we did not pursue,
including the distance between the holes, different hole diameters in
a single suction part, and the shape of the holes. We will further
investigate these parameters to develop an efficient tactile device for
the face.
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